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About This Game

The LOST SPHEAR Demo offers up to ONE HOUR of immersive gameplay taken from the full game. Take on the role of
Kanata and explore the beautiful world of LOST SPHEAR. Experience the new Vulcosuits Armour as you navigate your way

through exciting boss battles and start rebuilding a disappearing world.

Facing an ominous power that threatens the fabric of reality Kanata must awaken the power of Memory to restore the ‘LOST’.
To stop the world from disappearing forever, Kanata and his comrades set out to rebuild the world mustering different Memory

and crafting the world around them.

KEY FEATURES:

Unique and powerfully unforgettable storyline with seamless gameplay

Enhanced Battle System with new ATB 2.0 offering more freedom in combat
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Title: LOST SPHEAR Demo
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Tokyo RPG Factory
Publisher:
Square Enix
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 - 64 bit

Processor: INTEL Core i3 2.4GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX460 / Radeon HD5750

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound® Compatible sound card

English,French,German,Japanese
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